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image-Plane and Coaxial-Line 

Measuring Equipment at 600 MC 

by 

Howard W.   Andrews 

Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Abstract 

This report considers the construction of the measuring lines and the 
associated electronic devices for determining the driving point impedance 
and the current and charge distributions upon antennas.     Configurations 
possessing a plane of symmetry are mounted over an image screen behind 
which is located the measuring equipment. 

The measuring line connects into the image screen and its center 
conductor may be extended to form an antenna.     This conductor is slotted 
and the currents and charges distributed on it may be determined by probes 
sliding within it      An unmodulated source of radio frequency energy is used 
and the modulation introduced in the superheterodyne  receiver used to 
measure the signal level.    The frequency of the source is monitored by 
comparison, in a spectrum analyser, with a c rystal-controlled source of 
energy. 

1      Introduction 

Described in this report in considerable detail is an experimental setup 

for investigating the properties of antennas in the region of 600 MC Physi- 

cally it is capable of but one thing: presenting a meter reading proportional 

to the current in the center conductor of a specially constructed coaxial line 

These readings, when properly interpreted, give two of three important 

properties of the antenna configuration, namely its current distribution and 

driving point impedance over a finite image  screen 

The equipment is capable of investigating the above properties only of 

antenna configurations which possess a plane of symmetry.     Such arrays 

may be mounted over an image screen and their chara< ceristics measured by 
- 1- 
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personnel and equipment operating behind the  shielding screen and out of 

the immediate field oi the antenna structure      Searching devices may be 

projected through the antenna and possibly through the image  s< reen to 

measure the  desired properties      The  antenna  is driven by sources at the 

plane of the image screen or by generators on the antenna surface but 

excited by transmission lines leading back through the   antenna to the 

generating equipment 

The physical configurations used represent as closely as possible 

the mathematical antenna model      The theoretical  «lue generator is 

replaced by a thick annular generator at the base of the  antenna.     This 

representation of the ideal generator is not perfect and fails principally 

in the immediate vicinity of the base ot the antenna over a  region approx- 

imately as large as the annulus      The theoretically infinite image screen 

is replaced by a finite one that is large compared to the wavelength and 

to the antenna structure being investigated      Finallv, the ideal measuring 

line with its continuous parameters is  replaced by one which is terminated 

by the discontinuous surface of the image  screen      All these physical approx- 

imations are unavoidable in devising an experimental  representation of the 

mathematically tractable theoretical model.    The exact evaluation of the 

errors  so arising is not simple      The problem of the finite ground screen and 

the effect of the discontinuous line have been considered      Through tLcSe 

techniques it is at least possible to estimate the  resulting  error and, to 

some extent, correct for its presence 

The general equipment arrangement is a vertically mounted, outdoor, 

image  screen into which is connected a horizontal  coaxial line      The line 

is excited by a transmitter and the   detecting equipment is a  superheterodyne 

receiver      The various components <in   de si ribed m the following pages. 

Immediately following is a block Hiagram of the experimental  arrangement. 

2      The Image Screen 

The image  sc reen is as large  as is physic ally convenient considering 

that the antennas are to be mounted approximately in its center and that 

the antenna position is to be opposite a third floor window      The  screen 

extends up to the  roof of the building and below about the  same distance. 
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FIG. 2     IMAGE  SCREEN    AND ANTENNA   MOUNT 
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It is slightly larger   or.    one side, being seventeen by twenty feet overall. 

The screen is constructed entirely of aluminum structural members. 

Right angle sections and rectangular box sections are heJi-arc weided and 

bolted together to form the framework which is atta< bed to the building 

with stainless  steel bolts through the brick walls       Allowance in the design 

was made for a considerable ice load in addition to the weight of the  screen 

it s,? If 

To the framework are attached three one-eighth  'nch thic k aluminum 

sheets to form the center  section ol the  screen      Th;s is the  region where 

the antennas are to be mounted and, hence, where it  is most important that 

the  surface be  smooth, rigid, and capable of being c onvemently machined 

They are removable from the back side in order that they may be machined 

-md eventually  replaced if the machine work becomes obsolete.     The  re- 

mainder of the   surface of the  screen is hardware cloth  stretched and screwed 

to tne framework of the   screen at frequent intervals      Its wire  spacing is one- 

quarte:  of an inch and each joint is  soldered      The  spacing  is a very small 

fraction (1/100) of a wavelength at 600 MC and so provides a  rugged electrically 

continuous  surface       Although not as  rigid as  aluminum sheets, it is adequate 

for the purpose and much lighter and less wind resistant       'See Fig     2 for 

the general arrangement.) 

The center  section's arrangement allows two expr nment',1  set-ups to 

operate in conjunction with each other, one through each of the windows 

behind the  image  screen.     There  is a platform behind th<    screen that allows 

one to work closer to it than is possible from the windows 

A small  ten inch  square beveled hole has b> en cut into one of the 

center  sections, and into this may be  set a window of similar  size.     Upon 

this is mounted whatever linage  sc reen equipment  is used in a parti; ui3 r 

experimental  set-up      It may be  removed to bring  it  in out of the  weather 

or interchanged with another for a different, problem 

There is a  socket in the  window to align the man coaxial lire with a 

hole in this window and the main line plugs into it when measurements are 

being made 
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3       Cho'ce of Frequency 

The factors to be considered here are many and varied      Among thern 

are the  size ol the image screen used, the  antenna lengths ol  interest, the 

size of the room in which the equipment is to be located and the transmitting 

and detecting equipment available      Ali  of these effect the final accuracy of 

the measurements and the convenience with which they  arc  made 

Antenna lengths at least equal to one wavelength are  of interest and it 

would be advantageous if those two wavelengths in half-height couJd be in- 

vestigated      The antenna is extended horizontally out from the image  screen. 

A probe slides inside it so that the  smallest usable diameter is about one- 

quarter of an inch      A tube of this size can be no longer than one meter and 

be able to support itself.     This indicates a wavelength of the order of fifty 

centimeters      On the basis ol  one-quarter 'nch diameter, a height h equal to 

a half wavelength and an $2 =  2   n'Zh/a) =   iO, a wavelength of 100 centimeters 

is desiraole.     A wavelength of  50 centimeters would give 12 =8.6 for the same 

height antenna and fit =  10 for a half-height of a full wavelength 

The size of the image  screen enters directly into the error inherently 

present in the measurements      Storr-r     has found that the error in the 

measured impedance of an antenna mounted in the tenter of a circular 

image  screen varies inversely as the d.'ameter of the  screen      His expression 

for the center-driven antenna is 

Z 9. 55       Zwi'd/ \ ) 
i(dA)    ° 

!• z) 
1(0) 

dz 

where 1*0) is the driving-point current, d is the diameter of the screen, 

\    is  the  free   space wavelength,   Z     is the  impedance  f    r an infinite  screen, 

and  Z the measured impedance,     in  some unpublished work he has extended 

his theory to f'nd that the error of an antenna in the c enter of a  square 

screen varies inversely as the   \l Z power cl the  screen size      If the antenna 

is placed of; center in a  square  screen, the error vanes inversely as the 

square of the  screen size.     For a circular screen   10 wa- elengths in diameter. 

he found an error o( about 2^ percent in the impedance of a half-wave dipole. 
1 

The  error is   lj percent for a   screen   10 wavelengths  :ii diameter       A square 
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screen  10 wavelengths on a side with the antenna  mounted ofj tenter wouid 

give An error of about one-half pprcent.     This  is certainly quite satisfactory 

if it is assumed that the error of any impedance measurement on the  screen 

is of about the sam^ magnitude as for a haJfwave dipole.     This  assumption 

seems reasonable. 

The screen is   5   I by 6. 1  meters       By taking   5   5 rasters as the   s-ze of 

an equivalent  square  screen, it is found that if the   S( ret-n is to be at Jeast 

ten wavelengths  squpre, the wavelength must be   55 centimeters or less 

The portions of th" main coaxial measuring line, and the lengths 

of the associated  scales   :.ud the  rack  and pinion dm e lor the probes and 

the antenna are directly  related to the wavelength to be used.     Of some 

consideration is the measuring technique, for example, the main coaxial line 

must be considerably larger if current or voltage distribution techniques as 

well as  resonance techniques are to be employed.     The  operating position of 

the finished line is  shown in Fig     3 to illustrate the following discussion. 

The line and probe scales used :r. the measurement of distributions in 

the line take up a considerable amount of room      To measure an impedance 

Uo.    - the  standing   wave-ratio technique  requires at least a half wavelength 

and a lull wavelength is better.     Considering that fieid-distortion effects at 

each termination of the line  require about a half wavelength to be attenuated 

completely, approximately two wavelengths of line  arc needed to make use 

of standing-wave  ratio and distribution measuring techniques      The  resonance 

technique uses a movable  short circuit at the end of ihe line  away from the 

load and  requires a minimum of a half wavelength of piston trai el  in order to 

measure cin impedance.     A non-contacting piciou is used and is  slightly less 

than a half wavelength long.     The  resonanc e method then requires about one 

wavelength of distance in the pipe.     The  sum of these two is .i total of three 

wavelengths for the overall iength of the main coaxial  measuring line 

A series of three scales is needed      Proceeding away from the main 

line they  arc- used to measure the position ol  the  short   c ireuiting piston, to 

measure the length of the antenna beyond the  image  »c reen, and to measure 

the position of the probe in the antenna and c entc r conduc tor  relevant to the 

plane of the  image  screen      The1 piston-position si ale  ;s tht   halt  vv;i< elength 
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required for the resonance technique      An antenna of length equal to t'.vo 

wdveJengths beyond the image screen has already been considered desirable, 

and the measuring section in the main line requires about one and one-half 

wavelengths nf scale length 

The pipe length plus scale lengths come to a complete assembly 

length of seven wavelengths      This is to fit comfortable inside the  room behind 

the image  screen      The maximum length available is about six meters of which 

only two thirds should be used for equipment      This  results in a wavelength of 

sixty centimeters being appropriate 

With all of these criteria in mind, especially the  size of the allowable 

image screen error and the space available for the equipment, a wavelength 

of fifty centimeters (corresponding to a frequency of 600 MC) is reasonable. 

The overall equipment length is then three and one-half meters.     The Q-values 

of the antenna are a bit low, but not seriously so.     These proportions are quite 

conservative and further consideration shows that the line may be used at 

frequencies as low as  100 MC.    However, this is not convenient, and the error 

is at least ten to twenty percent at the low end.    The maximum reasonable high 

frequency is limited by the onset of higher modes (at 3000 MC for this pipe) 

in the coaxial line and to some extent by the size of the probes and the holes 

in the ground screen.    The limit is at least above 2C00 MC 

4.     fhe Transmitter 

The high-frequency c oaxial-linc oscillator from a military APT - 5 

radar jamming transmitter is combined with a  regulated power supply 

and a   1000 ops modulator to provide the transmitter for the equipment.   It 

is capable of an output of 25-40 watts in the frequency  range of 3 50-700 MC 

This decreases gradually to  5 watts at  1400 MC      The oscillator tube is a 

disc-seal power triode of 125 watts plate dissipation      It is mounted in 

concentric   coaxial cavities which tune the plate-grid and grid-cathode circuits 

separately      The circuit operates as a grounded-grid oscillator      Radio fre- 

quency power is coupled out of the plate cavity by means of a movable electric 

probe      Feedback between the cavities is through both loops and electric probe 

coupling in order to maintain oscillation over a wide frequency Band      The 

oscillator assembly i3 mounted on a  rugged c a sting and a blower supplies the 
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forced air cooling needed for the tube.    It was found necessary to shield the 

complete oscillator-modulator chassis to minimize the radio frequency 

power radiated directly by the cavity assembly.     Copper window screening 

securely bonded to the chassis  was found to be adequate.     The power supply 

may be operated regulated or unregulated      When regulated it will supply  150 

ma at 550-850 volts, unregulated, it is capable of supplying the  same current 

at ?-9 50 volts. 

5.    The Main Coaxial-Lung Assembly 

The main coaxial line, the tubes for positioning the antenna and probes, 

and the input and output tuning stubs are mounted on an 11  foot long,  ij inch 

thick plywood plank.     The plank is mounted on rollers and a track on top of 

two 7 foot long tables      When making measurements, the complete assembly 

is rolled forward two feet through the window behind the image  screen and the 

end of the main line plugs into the aligning  socket mounted on the image screen 

The end of the line has several one-inch long slots cut into it to assure a good 

sliding fit into the image-screen socket.     The center conductor of the main 

coaxial line is extended beyond the surface of the image screen to form the 
Z 

antenna to be investigated.       The center conductor is positioned by means of 

a handwheel and rack and pinion mounted behind the main coaxial line.     The 

distributions of charge and current on this extended   center conductor and 

also on the portion of it inside the coaxial line  are measured by means of 

probes sliding inside the center conductor and projecting through a  1/16- 

inch slot cut into the tube.     The proba is positioned by a pinion or the  same 

rack that is used to set the antenna position      The  O'.'cr conductor of the 

coaxial line is heavy-walled brass tuWing r>f 2   0^2 inches inside diameter 

The inner conductor is  1/4-inch outside -diamete r brass tubing with the 

probe  slot  running most of its length 

The   main coaxial line is completely filled with   polyfoam  resulting in 

an electrically and physically continuous   struc ture  in which   the current and 

charge distributions are measured in determining  a iotd vmpedance.     Filling 

the line completely with polyfoam eliminates the difficulties associated with 

a sagging center conductor or with discontinuous diele< tr:<    supports      For 

all practice! purposes ihe polyfoam is loseless :it  bOO M.C   ir.d is  sufficiently 
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uniform to be considered continuous.    It affects the electrical characteristics, 

of course, but the characteristic impedance of the line can be calculated readily 

after measuring the dielectric constant of the polyfoam 

The velocity  of propagation on the line is determined by using a known 

frequency for the input energy      The wavelength in the line may be measured 

by obtaining the distance between the sharp minima resulting from the use of a 

badly mismatched load on the line      Knowing the frequency and the line wave- 

length, the velocity of propagation can be computed      The line velocity varies 

inversely as the square root of the dielectric constant, so that this is easily cal- 

culated.     This is then used to compute the characteristic impedance of the line. 

The fact that the wavelength in the line is not the free-space wavelength does 

not complicate the computation of load impedances since the value of p* used 

in the computational procedure is usually irrational for all except a wavelength 

chosen expressly to make it a more convenient number      The characteristic 

impedance of the line is  123.6 ohms.    It was intentionally chosen this high from 

consideration of the values of the  standing-wave ratio and of p that are usually 

encountered in antenna measurements.    [ Z/Z    = coth(p +j$) where Z is the load 

impedance, Z    is the characteristic impedance of the line, and p  and i are the 

variables needed to describe the voltage and current variations on the line using 

hyperbolic functions. ]    A value of Z    m this region has much less-highly-peaked 

maxima in p  for the usually encountered antenna impedances then do those re- 

sulting from use of the more common 50 to 7 5 ohm coaxial linec      This is of 

importance in smoothing data, since it is often of considerable advantage to 

plot  p   and # and smooth these curves before converting to the values for the 

resistance and reactance. 

The pipe    is    filled with sections of poiyfoam four  inches long      They were 

fust roughly cut on a handsaw, drilled for the  1/4-inch inner conductor a.nd then 

mounted on an arbor to have the larger diameter machined      The outside was 

thus turned concentric with the inner hole and was made two-  to three-thou- 

sandths of an inch oversize to insure a snug fit in the pipe.     Each section was 

checked to be  sure that it was of reasonably uniform density and then carefully 

pressed into the pipe.    The center conductor was inserted and finally a slot was 

cut into the polyfoam to make room for the probes to extend through the  slot 

in the center conductor. 
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The end of the main coaxial line away from the ir..±ge screen is terminated 

by a movable non-contacting short circuit      The purposes of this movable piston 

are to tune the line to resonance for the various loads and to measure a connected 

load impedance using the resonance technique.    This method, or a variation, of it, 

is the only one possible when the antenna structure is being used as a receiving 

antenna. 

The usual short-circuiting piston makes contact    with the inner and outer 

conductor of the line by means of flexible metal fingers.    This method has the 

inevitable difficulty of irregular contacts which are, at least, intermittent and 

noisy.    The various sliding parts erode each other with the result that metal dust 

accumulates in the line and the contacts eventually wear out or at least become 

even more difficult to use.    Actually, all that is needed is a termination that 

is a nearly perfectly constant reactance, a short circuit being only one possibil- 

ity.    Such a termination is the sliding choked S-secticn piston used in this 

line.    The reactance that this non-contacting piston presents to the line need 

not be known.    It is, however, nearly pure and it is as near a constant as can 

be measured with this equipment.    The plane of the short circuit to which it is 

equivalent is unimportant, but it can be established by using a load of known i. 

Such a load could be used in the resonance technique for measuring impedances 

in order to determine this plane.    The immediate quantity usually determined, 

however, is a reference in the piston position scale corresponding to the known 

• of the standard used for a load.    This is sufficient information to measure an 

unknown impedanc:-..     The non-contacting piston is not a single frequency devic e 

but vill operate quite satisfactorily over a 2-j to 1 band.     This one has been de- 

signed for use in the range from 425 MC to 1000 MC.    It would probably oper- 

ate over a still wider band, but the design should be further checked for para- 

sitic resonances at high frequencies. 

The design of the piston ifl a straightforward procedure. An alteration 

of the termination of the coaxial line behind the piston was found to be ad- 

missable and more convenient.    Although the design is based upon the assump 

tion  that the termination is a matched line, this is difficult to achieve in a 

small space and over a broad band.    A ring of resistors was constructed, for 

example, and it had as much or more capacitative susceptance than it had 

conductance.    After a few attempts to obtain an untuned matched load, a 
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short circuit was tried.    The feasibility of using this was checked in the 

following manner.    A movable, contacting short-circuiting piston was placed 

in the other end of the line.    Then, as this second piston was moved along the 

line to a series of positions, the line was tuned to resonance by means of the 

non-contacting ahort-circuit and the distance between the two pistons measured 

each time.     This distance was found to be a constant independent of the position 

of the non-contacting piston.     Therefore the reactance of the non-contacting 

piston was constant and independent of its distance from the short-circuit behind 

it.    Hence, the use of a short circuited   termination behind the non-contacting 

piston was electrically acceptable as well as being much more convenient me- 

chanically 

The structure of the piston is apparent from the cross sectional drawing 

of Fig.   9a.    It is machined of three brass pieces which are  soldered together. 

A thick polystyrene disc is pinned and screwed to each end of the piston to 

support it away from the pipe and to keep the center coaxial conductor prop- 

erly spaced so that it does not touch the piston      The piston is positioned in 

the line by means of two brass rods threaded into one end and extending through 

the end of the coaxial line to a handwheei and pinion      A small solid-outer con- 

ductor coaxial lead passes down through the piston to a  1/2-inch loop on the 

front face of the piston.    This is U9ed to excite the main coaxial line and 

provides the loose coupling necessary in the  resonance technique fcr measuring 

impedances. 

The load of known 'i mentioned above as beinp the   standard used in the 

resonance technique is a short-circuiting cap fitting over the load end of the 

line.    The cap is designed to place the plane of   .he  short circuit as accurately 

as possible at the end of the line      This is achieved at the outer conductor by 

the  same means as is used to obtain a good contact at the ground screen socket 

for the line.    The wiping contact for the inner conductor : s beat seen in the 

drawing and photograph of Fig.   9c. 

Measuring impedances by the distribution methods 'standing   wave ratio 

and width of the distribution minima* requires the use" of the current or charge 

probes which slide inside the 1/4   inch center conductor of the coaxial line      The 

probes are detachable from the end of the   i/16-inch brass tubing which slides 

^nsidec the line's center conductor      This   $/ 16-inch tubing is u^<-.u to position 
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the probe and also is the outside conductor o:r a  small  coaxial l;np used to 

carry the energy from the probe back through the main line  and out to the 

measuring equipment.     The charge probe  is  simply a  short pir< •.-  of wire 

projecting through the slot into the ele< trn   field in the main coaxial line. 

The current probe is a much more complicated   device,  in that it    s to respond 

to the current in the c enter conductor of the main line  but not 31   til  to the 

electric   field in which it is immersed and which excites electric   probes o:  the 

same dimensions quite effectively      The probe is built as a small  shielded loop 

of about  1/10-inc.h diameter, and it projects into the line about this distance. 

See Fig     10 tor the constructional details      This type of probe  and the effects 
4 

of the slot on the field di stributionhave been di scussed by Morita 

Some difficulty was experienced w-th the probe tube as it slid inside the 

coaxial line's center conductor.     There was a quite unpredictable  sliding 

contact between these two tubes, and this caused some intermittent irregu- 

larities in the distributions measured in the line  and in the antenna      This was 

especially troublesome when it occurred in the vicinity of a minimum in the 

line distribution      The solution to the difficulty was to install a series of thin 

tubular springs  soldered to the outside of the  3/16-inch probe tube      These are 

spaced at 3/4 of a wavelength at, 600 MC in order to minimize the possibility 

of any resonances occurring in the annular space between the conductors 

Steel metric scales arc used to measure the probe position and the  antenna 

length beyond the ground screen.    These hsve b"?r. su:tabJ    located and the 

indicators used with each positioning handwheel are.movable o   e -   »  smill 

distance   so that the minima will  read zero when the end of the  antenna or the 

probe is at the  surfai e of the image  sc reen      The two distances are thus 

immediately available, :n particular, in impedance computations, the position 

of the minimum relati* e to the end of the line i*  immediate!y available from 

the measurements without an adjustment for  a  scale  referenc e position      The 

scales are calibrated m centimeters and millimeters and the \ prmers can be 

read to tenths of millimeters       T?n s  represents comfortably  read d'stances 

with an accuracy of at 'east 0   000? wavelengths or better than  1/10 of an 

electrical degree      Measurements of  2/100 degree accuracy are possible but 

not  required m most of the measurements 

With rcspi-ct to its uses in measuring  impedanc cs    the usual  coaxial line 
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is almost completely described bv its characteristic impedance and the 

velocity of propagation in it      Thr characteristic   impedance must be computed 

and is as constant  throughout the line as is the  *par mg and the dielectric 

constant of 'he. material between the conduc tor *      The   rspecticn of the 

poJvfoam as a check on its uniformity has aj ready brer menfoned and 

also the care  needed in assemblying the c ompJeted line  so that there would 

be no compressed layers of polyfo3m      It  :s possible  to check the  spacing 

of the line by using a charge probe and measuring the distributed capacitance 

along the line      The center conductor must be  insulated from the outer conductor 

and then an audio oscillator is connected between them      The electric field 

appearing between the conductors is proportional  at each point on the line to 

the distr'buted capacitance at that point      The  pickup 'rom the  electric   piobe  is 

then checked to be constant over the length of the line.     Sorrows, et al, 

discuss the general problem of evaluating the errors resulting from imperfect 

slotted lines.     They feel that it is impose- ole to predict the effect of construc- 

tional errors and, in addition, that mt asurements at  aud^o frequencies, as 

above, are not a completely reliable indication of the value of a line used in 

the UHF region.     Their method is to match the line  as well  as possible (less 

than 1.1)  at the frequency to be used and plot the distribution.     There will be 

irregularities in the distribution and the ma.x-murn deviation from a smoothed 

distribution curve is used to determine the possible   errors ?n the measure- 

ment of an impedance. 

It is of interest to determine the attenuati on ror.s'.int tr  the line       It is 

of some    importance in measuring impedances    hut only when measuring those 

that give a very high   standing -wav e  ratio      For  this line the computed value 

is     002? neper? per meter      There are eight effects on the line due to this 

attenuation and upon any of these m* asuremc nts of  i  mav be  based.     As 

the distance  from the load increases, the  Btandmg   wave   ratio decreases, the 

widths of the minima in the distribution pattern m< reases, the values of the 

maxima increase, and the height^ of the minima  T< ronse       An exactly  similar 

set. of four conditions apply to the  quint-t es measured m th-   resonance tech- 

nique      Th*   piston distance takes th<   place ot th<   probe distance  from the 

load    and the  resonant maxima and rrir.rma  interchange respectively with 

the distribution minima  and max!;;, t      Any of thes<   e'-ght • 'i> <its will  allow 

the   determ- nati on of the value of a hu*   som<    ire   "lore convenient than others 
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The use of the changing standing-wave ratio requires thai come cor ructions 

be incorporated into the. computation owing to attenuation in the quarter- 

wavelength of line between a maximum .ind 3 minimum.     The    ncre.asing 

width of the minimum in the distribution was found cor* enient, and an 

approximate check on the o of the line was made using this method      Two 

sets of data were taken at two consecutive minim? tor   i parameter  • arying 

in a particular antenna   structure      The minimum further from the ]oad 

was always wider, and the va.uies for  o  computed for the further minimum 

were larger in proportion      The differences in p  for the two minima were 

averaged for the data <ir.d an average change  ;n  p  obtained.     The change 

Ap  is directly proportional to a and the distance Aw between the minima 

Then o is computed using o -Ac/Aw      The value obtained   is   ,0026 and is 

somewhat smaller than theory predicts      It seems reasonable, however, 

considering the   inherent error in the measurement owing to the fact that 

successive  widths were  subtrac ted to ph e a  smali difference       The error 

in the result can then be quite large.    It was thought that probe loading on the 

line was the   cause of the   low measured value of a but further c ons:deration 

made this doubtful      The effect of the probe should be  almost the  same at 

two successive minima.    Then, when th>»  subtraction was made to get the 

difference between the minimi, vhi s loading should be cancelled out leaving 

no probe effect. 

Probe loading effects on the line were checked by using the resonance 

technique and an arbitrarily chosen fairly reactive dipcle as a load on the 

line.     The probe was first placed at a maximum in the d-stribution pattern 

and then at a minimum and the. impedance measured each time,    These two 

situations should give the greatest variation m probe effects.    Several 

maxima and minima are available  in the line      The probe w^s placed a;,  each 

one, and the resonant width and positions measured.     A definite increase 

of less than one millimeter was found between the  resonant width with the 

probe placed at a maximum.     There was also a slight shift of less than 

1/2 mm in the position of  resonance.       The probe loading effect was  sligh-Jy 

larger than the measured *., aJue. of the attenuation for a half wavelength of 

line.    The shift in the resonant positicn was about one.-quarter of a degree 

The standing-wa*e ratio for the Joad v sed was  5  6      This is larger than has 
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been encountered in most of the measurements made on this line       The 

effect of the probe was considered negligible be;ause the loading was only 

slightly larger than the line attenuation.    Taking the effect of the probe into 

account in an exact manner would considerable complicate the impedance 

computation and considering the inaccuracy of the experimental  representation 

of the theoretical antenna model, it is not worth the additional inconvenience. 

The measuring of the probe capecitance was attempted by using a 

short circuit as a load      The  shift in line resonance was determined 

when the probe was moved from a charge rrrnimum to ~i charge max'mum 

point      With a short-circuited load and a  standing   wa- e  ratio in the hundreds, 

the probe effect at  a charge minimum should be quite negligible   so that the 

measured shunting effect at the maximum wouid be quite precise.    A resonant 

shift of about  1/4 mm resulted, and f-om this a capacitance of 0.0064 jijif was 

obtained      This is  small compared    j the 0   Z^u-u-f per centimeter distributed 

capacitance along the line. 

A determination of the wavelength in the line, and hence of {3, is necessary 

in order to compute the   p  and ^ of a load      For this measurement a very 

poorly matched load is needed in order to get the sharp minima that may be 

accurately located.     The shor' circuit previously described a« the  standard 

in the  resonance technique may be used      Another possibility is the open 

circuit provided by  retracting the center conductor of the coaxial line into 

the pipe a few tenths of a wavelength      This is not a perfect open circuit at 

the plane of the end of the center conduc tor  since there  are some capacitative 

and end effects.     It is, however, an extremely good capacitative reactance of 

very little loss, although its use as a standard of <6 for the  resonance technique 

is not possible without  some knowledge of the  s-.ze of the capacitative end 

effect      It his much '.ess dissipation than the  brass  short circuit because the 

currents  in  an open  circuit are low      It is  actually thi   center  conductor of 

the coaxial  line  terminated by  a waveguide beyond c L.
-
' ofj      I'  avoids the 

radiaiion loading of the usual  coaxial  oper  circuit       Some   difficulty may   still 

be had with some  radiation from the open end directly to the  sensitive de 

tection equipment if the center conductor is not   retracted f-tr enough      In 

this case the cap may be placed over the end of the line to eliminate com 

pieiciy the  radiation from the open end       The  currents in the c ap are low since 
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the center conductor is retracted and the quality   of the open circuit will be 

essential!/ the  same as for a well  retracted center conductor 

The d'stnbutions in the line should be plotted in order to get an accurate 

measurement of the wavelength      Actually    minimum positrons of five-figure 

ic curacy can be obtained conveniently in this w.iy, although such precision 

is much greater than is usable.    The non-un' formity   in the sizes of the tubing 

and in the polyfoam spacing material causes the most difficulty.    A scatter 

of one part in 3000 was found in the wavelength determined in various parts 

of the coaxial line      This  represents an error  of  1/10 degree at 600    MC 

which is quite adequate for most impedance mf asurements. 

The value of the dielectric  constant must also be determined and follows 

immediately from the measured wavelength \     in the coaxial line, the free 

space  wavelength \   , and €     - (\   IK   )   .    The input frequency c an be set 

conveniently and maintained for a reasonable length of time to one part 

in 100,000 using the frequency standard, so that an accurate average value 

of the relative dielectric con3tant over a half wavelength is available.    The 

polyfoam used in this line has an €      =1.033. 

Incidental to the determination of wavelength is the setting of the probe 

vernier indicator so that it reads zerr when the probe is at the plane of the 

image screen and at the end of the c.oaxiaJ line.    In an impedance measurement 

the apparent  impedance   at the plane of the image screen is the desired, result 

Hence, the distance of a minimum in the line distribution from the end of the 

line should be available immediately from the equipment      In order to set the 

indicator, either the plane of pickup of the probe must be known and the set- 

ting made by a purely mechanical measurement of lengths, or else a load of 

precisely known 6 must be available      The plane of pickup of the probe may 

be more or less located by inspection but it c ould hardly be found more 

accurately than to 1/32 of an inch.    A load of known 6 is available, however, 

in the  short circuit used as the  standard in the resonance technique.    It also 

has the low loss that will give sharp minima      This short circuiting cap 

was used and the  indicators  set so that, fo" the first minimum in the current 

distribution, the indicator reads exactly a quarter wavelength from, the end 

of the  scale. 
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6      The Coaxial .Low-Pass Filter 

The transmitter is a  simple free - running oscillator.     If s amplitude 

is limited only by the nonlineanty of the tube c ha*-ac ten stirs  so that, of 

necessity, harmonics are plentiful       The tube operates in tuned high-Q 

cavities, but nevertheless a fairly large percentage of harmonic   is un- 

avoidably coupled out of them      The main coaxial-line equipment has  severaj 

stubs and line  stretchers to match the transmitter to the line input and the 

probe output to the  receiver in addition to the piston 'n the main line.    It is 

quite possible that  some harmonic   of the transmitter frequency may be tuned 

simultaneously with the 600 MC fundamental to give a large signal in the 

line output      Even if such actual  resonances do not occur, the 600 MC minima 

in the line may be obscured by the presence of some harmonic maximum oc- 

curring at the  same point.     It is true  that the  receiver should not respond to 

the harmonics, but it has  spurious  responses and it  is not to be  relied upon in 

this respect      It is possible, in any case. ';hat harmon'cs may be picked up on 

the line and make the measurements meaningless or at least confusing.     A 

filter was therefore deemed necessary to  supress the transmitter's higher 

harmonics.    It would certainly be necessary in a i rystaJ detector-tuned amplifier 

combination since then the selectivity of the  receiver would not b.? present and 

there would be only the very uncertain possibility of harmonic,  suppression by 

the tuning stubs. 

The final design consists of <in  ii   settiun constant-K low-pass filter 

with an additional  matching  section on each end As a filter it may be con- 

sidered on the  usual lumped constant  basis as a periodic   arrangement of in- 

ductors  and capacitors      Its  elements, however, are realized in the  coaxial 

structure  appropriate to the 600 MC frequency      The elements may  be considered 

in at least tv.-o ways      The first considers the inductive elements to be merely 

short lengths of wire with a corresponding indue ian.-e, and the c apactative sec- 

t'ons to be cylindrical  capacitors      It may i!so be  c onsidered to be a  series of 

short coaxMi  lin***; of varying  impedance,  and because  ol this, it called a   short 

line filter      On a line  basis,  sections  of high impedance   ••   each  short length 

of wire bemji  a h'gh impedance line   - • alternate with sections of low impedance. 

viz,   the short poly styrene- supported coaxial line      Now, a ^hort length of coaxial 
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line terminated m an impedance low compared to its charai t*ristic  impedance 

appears to be inductr e as a fun.. Lion of frequency, also a short length of line 

terminated in a i omparatively high impedance appears to be < apacitative as a 

tunction of irequency.     This  is the  situation that exists in tins  low-pass filter 

as can be  seen  ;n the figure      On either basis there   ire alternating  sections of 

series inductance and shunt capacitance necessary to form a lo*  pi«s filter 

structure       The impedance oi the capacitative line sections has been farther  re- 

duced by the use of polystyrene - supporting  rings about  the very large  center 

conductors.     They also provide the necessary mechanic a]  support      This tvpe of 

filter (the  action of whose elements depends upon the variation of their apparent 

physical  size with the irequency) necessarily has  spurious pass bands owing tc 

higher order resonances of the  supposedly  short .ines      These are well above 

cutoff, however, and their positions may be located approximately when the 

length of the capacitative  and inductive elements are determined 

The function of the filter is to suppress the higher harmonics generated 

in the 600 MC transmitter and to pass the fundamental with as little attenuation 

as possible.     The second harmonic   is at 1200 MC so that the cutoff frequency 

may be  set comfortably above 600 MC and the filter will perform properly 

700 MC was chosen as the cutoff frequency with this in mind, and also because 

experience indicated that the actual niter cutoff was usually a few percent 

below the design cutoff. 

A constant-X filter is  supposed to operate into its image imped<ui( c- 

which is not independent of frequency as is the   SO ohrn characteristic   impedance 

of the coaxial lines used with the equipment       To overcome this difficulty, a 

matching  section is used on each end of the  filter to match from the < arying 

image impedance of the internal  BectiOi'is of the  f'.l'ir to the constant   load 

impedance       This was achieved by using a fui I  T-section with the  same   SO ohm 

low Irequency  image impedance but with a c utoft  frequency f    equal to  1    } times 

the c utoff frequency ol  the  internal  sections, that  i s, with a cutoff of 920 MC 

This arrangement gives essentially  zero insertion loss up to   it least 0   9 f 

of the internal  sections.    This may be compared with a  filter with no end 

sections which would have little Joss up to 0. 5 i     or  with a filter designed through 

uui with a low frequency iru<igc impedancr equal to i   -I times the load impedance 

whu h would he flat up to 0.7 f  . 
c 
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Thc design was quite satisfactory.    See Fig     13 for the measured insertion 

Joss and the experimental setup used to obtain it      The insertion * >ES was 

measured with no padding on either end, padded with 10 db (at 701 MC) on only 

one end, and padded with 10 db (at 700 MC) at both ends.    The padding was lossy 

cable of 50-ohm characteristic impedance which is the low frequency image 

impedance of the filter sections      The insertion loss is flat and zero within 1/2 

db when padded on both sides ana when unpaddod has 2-3 db irregularities, 

especially in the vicinity of cutoff      An incidental difficulty for the unpadded case 

is that the calibration of the  signal generator is not entirely trustworthy when the 

generator operates into a load which varies with frequency.     The filter is designed 

to be padded, but its characteristic s are quite reasonable without padding.    The 

actual cutoff frequency is approximately 680 MC, which is therefore low by 3 

percent.    This seems to be usual in this design 

7      The Measurement of Frequency 

The frequency of the transmitter must be either fixed and known because 

it is crystal controlled or else there must be some convenient way of measuring 

and resetting its frequency.    The frequency of a crystaJ controlled transmitter 

is difficult to change over any great range because the long chain of harmonic 

generators and power amplifiers dc not have a very wide bandwidth.     This 

chain of harmonic generators is necessary in order to attain an output frequency 

in the UHF or VHF region.    Achieving frequency stability in this way is a cumber- 

some process      The alternative of periodically measuring the frequency of a 

power oscillator with a wavemeter or a slotted line is likewise inconvenient. 

In addition, the conveniently attainable accuracy of this technique can be little 

better than about one tenth of one percent 

Another possibility, and the one used in this equipment, is the use of a 

spectium analyzer.     Tins gives a presentation on a c athode-ray-tube screen 

of the  signals present in a certain frequency region      Energy is fed into this 

device from the equipment's transmitter and also the signal from a lower 

frequency and lower powered crystal  controlled  source       Then, one has on the 

linear frequency time-base a separate deflection due to each of these, and it 

I s possible to make a continuous visual check of the t r ajismitter' s frequency 

relati-.i; Lu ihe frequency of '.hv standard      Adjustment ct the transmitter amounts 
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to moving the  signal   of the transmitter into coincidence with that of the 

frequency standard. The adjustment is very quickly and easily made since 

the frequency difference of the two is clearly visible,  ind the adjustment 

necessary for coincidence 19 obvious and readily controlled. 

A source of crystal controlled energy at  150 MC is actually used as the 

frequency standard.    This is much lower than the frequency to be measured 

but. still is considerbly higher than is actually necessary.     It was used because 

it was available, but a more easily constructed lower frequency standard could 

be used instead.    The signal from the standard is fed into the  spectrum analyser 

and then the harmonics of the standard generated in the crystal of the  bpectrum 

analyser's input circuits are coincident with the fundamental and harmonics of 

the transmitter's signal likewise generated in the crystal.    Actually a spectrum 

analyser covering the 2400-3600 MC frequency band was used, and hence the 

coincidences observed on the cathode  ray tube are not the fundamental of the 

transmitter and a harmonic of the standard frequency.    The ones actually used 

are the 4th harmonic of 600 MC and the  16th harmonic of 150 MC occurring at 

2400 MC.    If the equipment used for the standard had not been available, a 

crystal oscillator and power amplifier operating at 50 MC would have been con- 

structed.    This would not have been as difficult as a series of harmonic gener- 

ators and power amplifiers with several watts output at 600 MC. 

The part of the frequency band presented in the spectrum analyser is 

adjustable over a wide  range from zero to several megacycles.     It can be 

reduced conveniently to have a bandwidth of  100   Z00 KC.     This  is the  sweep 

used under usual circumstances.     When setting the transmitter frequency 

originally a slotted line is used to set the "wavelength within two or three tenths 

of a percent.     After this the  signal will appear in the vicinity of the frequency- 

standard's harmonic on the  spectrum analyser, and can be adjusted to the 

final frequency.     A sweep of 1  to 2 MC is necessary when the  set is first turned 

on and during the initial temperature and frequency-drift time of about an 

hour       With a sweep this wide, the  signal appears I mined: ately and drifts to- 

ward coincidence with the  standard signal.     After warmup, a much narrower 

sweep is used for a precise adjustment and to monitor the transmitter's 

freauency during the course of measurement      Z^ro beat of the transmitter 

and frequency  standard's  signal could actually be observed, but the transmit- 
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ter's  stability is not sufficient to hold this for more than a moment.    A 

direct measurement of frequency-sweep speeds and frequency deviation 

can be made by using the fact that the half voltage width of the signals on 

the face of the tube is 33 KC.    In operation it is necessary to monitor the 

transmitter's drift.    This is, at most, about  100 KC after several minutes 

warmup, and during final operations there is a random drift of about 10 KC. 

The transmitter's random stability after 15 minutes warmup was then of the 

order of one part in 10,000.     After being on an hour the stability was of the 

order of one part in 100,000.    This is more than adequate for impedance 

measurements. 

The irequencies that may be checked using this technique are by no means 

limited only to the 600 MC at which the equipment usually operated.     The 

frequencies are not continuous, but there are many harmonic combinations 

of the  150 MC standard, and harmonic  combinations of a transmitter which 

occur in the 2400 to 3600 MC range of this spectrum analyser.    In the range 

between 550 MC and 650 MC for example there are eight frequencies (550, 

570, 575, 600, 625, 630, 638 and 659 MC) which may be checked by suitable coin- 

cidences.    The  550 MC measurement, for example, is a coincidence of its 6th 

harmonic with the 22nd harmonic of 1 50 MC at 3300 MC      In the region from 

300 to 1200 MC there are about 90 check points involving up to the 25th harmonic 

of the  ) 50 MC standard and up to the  12th harmonic  of the checked frequency. 

If a lower frequency standard were to be used, many more combinations would 

be possible. 

The frequency standard itself is a modified BC-625 crystal controlled 

military aircraft transmitter      The modulator circuits have been removed and 

a new power supply added.     The crystal  is in a Pierce oscillator which doubles 

the crystal frequency in the plate circuit      Following this are two tripiers giving 

a total frequency multiplication of 1 8 times.     A power amplifier is last and is 

capable of delivering  12 watts maximum to a matched load      A free space wave- 

length of 50 cm or a frequency of 599   558 MC is desired as the transmitter's 

frequency with which the standard will be compared      Dividing this by four gives 

149   889 as the standard's output frequency and then by   18 to give the crystal's 

frequency of 8   3272 MC. 

It was necessary to regrind a 8   325 MC < rystaJ  to give the exact desired 
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frequency.    During this process a General Radio Heterodyne Frequency Meter 

was used to compare the standard's output with WWV's transmission at 10 MC. 

The process consisted of calibrating the frequency meter using WWV rather than 

its own internal crystal.    This may be done by connecting the frequency meter's 

input terminal and an antenna to a receiver.    Some of the energy from the meter's 

variable frequency oscillator leaks from the meter's terminal into the receiver 

and a zero beat of the variable frequency oscillator with WWV may be obtained in 

th.? receiver. 

The frequency adjustment of the crystal required removing the quartz plate 

from its holder and grinding each side to increase the frequency or loading it 

with inked lines to decrease its resonant frequency.     The loading was found 

necessary because it was not found possible to grind it sufficiently carefully to 

obtain the correct frequency.    A continual check with WWV was maintained 

throughout the process.    The crystal was originally too lew in frequency, but was 

ground until it was slightly high.    It was then loaded and so brought down to the 

correct frequency.    The most that it could be decreased by this process was about 

five parts in 10,000.    It was easily possible to set th* frequency of oscillation 

to within two parts in 100,000 which is more than adequate in this application 

This frequency measuring technique using a spectrum analyser is quite 

satisfactory.    There is considerable convenience in having a continuous visual 

check in the transmitter's frequency relative to a standard.    The system has 

most of the accuracy of an ordinary crystal source and is certainly adequate for 

the usual impedance measuring. 

8.    Signal Detection 

The measurement of the signal levels available from the probes requires 

amplification of some kind either of the signal itself or of its modulation. The 

usual arrangements are to have an audio-modulated signal and detection equip- 

ment consisting of a silicon crystal and a tuned amplifier or a superheterodyne 

receiver with tuned audio stages. The audio output of these is then taken as an 

indication of the radio-frequency signal level. 

Several of the above combinations were tried using available equipment 

in order to find the one having the best signal-to-noise ratio.    A signal gener- 
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ator padded by 20 db of lossy cable was used as the signal source with tuning 

stubs to match this source to the various loads.    The arrangements tried were 

a crystal detector with tuned audio amplifier, a superheterodyne receiver (the 

military APR-1), and the same receiver with a tuned amplifier following it.    The 

signal-to-noise ratio decreased in the order listed.    The last set-up was 8 db 

better than the crystal-tuned amplifier arrangements and 4 db better than the 

receiver by itself.    For this reason it w=is decided to use a receiver-tuned- 

amplifier combination. 

It is possible to modulate the radio frequency  signal at a number of points 

before the final detection device.    Difficulty was immediately experienced on 

a short-circuited line using a modulated power oscillator as a signal source 

and either a crystal-tuned amplifier-combination or a receiver as a detector. 

A peculiar probe-output versus piston-position was obtained as the line was 

tuned through resonance.    There was the usual main peak, but on one side there 

were also two other peaks 7. 5 and 18 db below the main peak.    Examination of 

the waveform coming from the crystal detector showed that the two dips between 

the three peaks were caused by the fact that the usual  1000 cpe crystal output 

had become distorted to primarily 2000 cps at these points      The same distortion 

occurred for any modulation frequency.    Examination of tb*- transmitter's spec- 

trum revealed that it was  several MC wide owing to frequency modulation caused 

by the direct modulation of the oscillator plate voltage.    It was decided that this 

was the reason for the peculiar line-resonance output and that it wouid be neces- 

sary to modulate at some other point in the transmitter-detector path.    One 

possibility is a silicon crystal in shunt or in series with the  signal path at some 

low power point.     Locating it in the receiver seemed reasonable and this was the 

final solution 

The receiver is a considerably modiiied SPR-2A military superheterodyne 

receiver with a TN-3/APR-1 tuning head.    Its bandwidth has been reduced to 

about 5 percent of its original bandwidth by installing higher value pi a t<=-loading 

resistors in the plate circuits of the IF     stages.     This decrease in bandwidths 

is accompanied by a proportional increase in gain and a maintenance of the 

output   noise level.    Any further increase in gam would cause the strip to 

oscillate with its present mechanical arrangement      The hum level was reduced 

by more filtering of the power supply.     Also    a direct-current filament  supply 
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was added for the second detector and the tuned audio-amplifier stages. An 

iron shield was needed around the power transformer The most important 

aid to hum reduction was the addition of the tuned amplifier 

The addition of a signal-path modulation circuit to the receiver may be 

achieved in many ways.    Various points in the I.F.   strip were tried but they 

had the common fault that the usual noise present was modulated as well as 

the signal.     This increases the signal-to-noise ratio owing to the presence 

of an audio signal in the output with no signal whatsoever in the input of the 

receiver.     The place for such modulation is ahead of as many of the noise 

sources as possible.    It was decided to locate the circuit between the 1st 

mixer and the  1st I.F.   stage.    There the only noise which may be modulated 

is tnat arising m the  1st mixer and coming Irom the local oscillator.    The 

circuit used is a series crystal in the signal path and has about 100 percent 

modulation.    The incidental noise modulation is undesirable, but it may be 

suppressed. 

The audio signal resulting from the incidental noise modulation is 180 

out   r»f  nVi^«f>   fjTu-n   tnp   purlin  fill**   *"<"»   an   ir»rtiit   raHin   fr*iniipnr\f   '.^""Si U *»-r\r- a 

as this input signal is increased from zero, the output audio drops first to 

a null at the point where the noise audio output equals the input signal audio 

output and then increases.    The output due to incidental noise modulation is 

about 14 db above the receiver's random noise level.    For this to be negli- 

gible an input signal to the receiver would have to be sufficiently large that 

this could be subtracted from it and not noticeably change its value      At 

lower levels there would be an inc   ^asingly great error in the measurement 

of the radio frequency input level. 

A circuit was devised to suppress this noise modulation and consists 

in changing the gain of one of the I. F.   stages at the proper phase and 

amplitude to exactly cancel it out.    Alter this stage there is no noise modu- 

lation and the audio output in the absence of a signal has no non-random com- 

ponents      The output audio then increases directly from the noise level as the 

input signal increases.    Note that this noise-modulation-suppression circuit 

tends to increase the amplitude of the desired audio output since the gain 

modulation is  180    out of phase with the noise   modulation and hence in phase 

with the  signal modulation. 
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Ihe output of the second detector is noise and hum in addition to the 

desired 1000 cps audio voltage.    Two tuned audio stages were added in an 

attempt to eliminate as much as possible of the undesired components and 

so improve the overall signal to noise * atio of the receiver.    The first narrow- 

band stage is an ordinary amplifier whose plate load is a high-Q parallel- 

resonant circuit.    The second stage is a cathode follower, the output of which 

is a ten thousand ohm reBistor driven through a high-Q series  resonant circuit. 

The receiver output is taken from across this resistor.    It was adjusted to 

give the narrowest bandwidth which is about 100 cps.    The cathode follower is 

biased quite positively in order that it operate with 50 voltb of audio on its grid. 

The transmitter power available was sufficient so that leakage directly 

from it and the coaxial cables and their connec tors re«nlt*»ri in a \^ra^ rarffri- O 

frequency-signal level in the vicinity of the experimental setup.    The receiver 

is sufficiently sensitive and the room level was sufficiently high thai variations 

in the measured signals were caused by people .moving around in Lie room. 

This was traced to imperfect shielding of the transmitter and receiver.    A 

small shielded cage was constructed for the receiver and its modulating os- 

cillator and this eliminated the difficulty.    A radio-frequency low-pass filter 

was placed in the input power leads to the cage to eliminate pickup on them. 

The 60 cps power available had sufficient fluctuations to give a noticeable 

effects on the receiver output.    This was reduced considerably by using a 

regulating line transformer for the receiver and its audio oscillator. 

9.    Phase Measurement 

For the measurement of phase a reference source of adjustable phase is 

required together with a device in which to compare the un/cnown and the ref- 

erence.    The comparison is made by adding the two voltages and finding the 

phase of the reference when a minimum ^resulting from 180    phase difference) 

is attained.    An increasingly sharp null is observed at this point when these 

voltages are approximately equal. 

The reference signal used here is of adjustable phase, but since its phase 

is not independent of its amplitude, the magnitude of the reference signal can- 

not be changed during a run      The source is a coaxiaJ line terminated ideally 
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in its characteristic impedance so that it has no standing waves and hence 

a phase delay that is linearly proportional to distance down the line.    The 

phase is known precisely except for variations in the velocity of propagation 

and a small residual standing-wave ratio.    The load is obtained by tuning out 

the reactance of a resistive termination. 

The construction of the phase line is similar to that of the main coaxial 

line.    It is built of two concentric brass tubes, the center one being continuously 

supported by polyfoam and slotted over most of its length.    A shielded loop probe 

protrudes through this slot into the line.    At the end is a tuning piston for ad- 

justing the line to resonance and thus making amplitude changes.    The power 

feed to the line is by a direct contact to the center conductor.    The termination 

on the line is a two-watt carbon resistor.    The tuning configuration Used re- 

quires a rather ' arge resistance; one several times the characteristic imped- 

ance of the line  #as found necessary.    It was tuned up using the probe to 

measure the amplitude on the line and adjusting the stub and line stretcher 

until the amplitude was constant over the line length      A standing-wave ration 

of unity was not obtainable but actually was equal to 1. 05.    For this a phase 

error from linearity of about three degrees maximum exists. 

A comparison device is needed to add the phase reference and the unknown, 

but without coupling between them or other variable loads that will effect their 
7 

phase or amplitude.    Such a device is available in the roaxial hybrid junction. 

It has two uncoupled input terminals and two output terminals.    From one of the 

input terminals a signal appears at both output terminals with the same phase. 

This is the T connection from input to output.    From the. other input the sig- 

nals appearing at the two output terminals are  180    out of phase.     This ie the 

lr op connection from input to output.    Hence, one of the outputs has the sum 

of the input signals and the other has the difference of the  signals.     The device 

is connected with the reference signal on the T input and the unknown on the 

loop input.     The receiver is connected to one output and a lossy load to the 

other.    The phase is determined by adjusting the probe position for a minimum 

reading from the receiver.    The amplitude is set at the beginning of a run to 

have the two signals as nearly equal as possible throughout the run. 
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1C.    Parasite Current Distribution 

An auxiliary probe must be used to measure the current distribution on 

any parasite used with the driving antenna.    Connections must be made to 

this probe, the supports for it will be large, and the probe will be used quite 

close to the currents being measured.    In this manner the unavoidable possi- 

bility arises of large currents being excited upon the probe leads. 

In an attempt to minimize these currents a series of detuning sleeves 

have been built onto the first wavelength of the coaxial ronductor leading 
a 

from the probe back to the measuring equipment.       They consist of a group 

of four quarter-wavelength coaxial lines the inside conductors of which are 

the outer conductors of the coaxial lead of the probe.     They are filled with 

polystyrene and short-circuited at one end.    The open ends of the sleeves 

then present a high impedance in series with currents on the outside surface. 

The electrical length in the polystyrene is  1/4 wavelength so that the exterior 

length is less than 1/6 wavelength.    Thus, the distances between high impedance 

points are noi multiples of 1/4 wavelength and it is impossible for current re- 

sonances to occur on the sleeve's surface.    In addition to this preventive 

measure, the probe leads should be maintained perpendicular to the antenna 

to reduce coupling, and should be  led away as close to the image screen as 

possible.    The probe itself is a tiny shielded loop quite similar to the probe 

used in the main coaxial line. 

11.    Coaxial Switch 

As seen in Fig.   1 two completely different circuits are needed for the 

measurement of phase and of amplitude.    The receiver must be  switched 

from the amplitude position where it measures the main line probe output 

to the phase position where it measures the output of the hybrid junction. 

A shielded wafer switch was first tried but it had too much distributed 

capacitance between contacts.    There was only about 20 db insertion loss 

when the switch was supposedly an open circuit.    An almost completely 

continuous coaxial design was devised.    Its insertion loss is very high and 

is limited only by leakage between the connections themselves.  See Fig.   25b 

for a picture and cross section of the switch.    It consists of an outer cup- 



FIG. 24  TRAVELING PROBE AND ANTENNA SUPPORT 
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shaped part with the six stationary contacts and an inner rotating disk with 

the three moving contacts.     The two parts are held tightly together with a 

thin circular phosphor-bronze spring.    Note that the moving contacts are 

shorted to the outer part ol" the switch as they move between the fixed contacts. 

L.C. Cables and Connectors 

The quick  disconnect BNC series of coaxial connectors are used as 

much as possible throughout the equipment.    The type N series has more 

desirable leakage characteristics, but at the frequency used, the improve 

ment is not sufficient to justify their use in view of their greater bulk. 

TVio   Qmi11.gi7P  Jn..uu    »ki.un^   en   ~u*~*   or.    cr./n  <•!_ — ;»««„   ,-a„;-.i Ailtr      alllall*  alii,      UUUUAL-    eiUb*UCU       J V      U11114    AVVJ   ~   J -/ I    \J     AiCAl Ui. w      \.- WOAiOA 

cable is used to connect the various components in the assembly.    A 

length of about 35 feet (12 db.at 600 MC) of lossy RG-21/U cable is 

us"d to isolate the transmitter from the various lir.r-tuning devices 

and to locate it some distance from the measuring equipment. 
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